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I. VOCABULARY (8 Marks) 
A) Choose the best answer from a, b, c and d. (4 X 1 = 4) 

1- Teachers should use different techniques and tools to ...................students' attention. 

a. install 
	

b. suffer 	 c. capture 	 d. recruit 

2- People shouldn't waste water because it is very .....................for our life. 

a. numerous 	b. essential 	 c. inventive 
	

d. indigenous 

3- My brother was skiing ........................so he fell down and sprained his ankle 

a. rarely 	 b. completely 	C. mostly 
	

d. awkwardly 

4- When I travelled to Canada, I saw a rainbow over a large .....................It was amazing. 

a. generation 	b. waterfall 	 c. sanitation 
	

d. satisfaction 

B) Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list below: (4 X 1 = 4) 

concentrate I background I expedition I dangerously I various 

5- Students should concentrate before they answer exam questions. 

6- I prefer shopping at the Mubarkya market because it has various kinds of goods. 

7- A group of adventures will go for a new expedition in the tropical forest. 

8- My friend was driving dangerously when the policeman stopped him. 
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II- GRAMMAR (5 Marks) 
A)From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer: (4X 1/2=2  ) 
9. I don't usually put too ....................sugar in my tea. I am cutting down on sugar. 

a. many 
	

b. little 	 c. much 
	

d. few 

10. My friend ....................lives in Paris is coming to visit me next week. 

a. when 	 b. where 	c. which 
	

d. who 

11. The teacher is pleased because most students have ..............prepared the lesson at home. 

a. already 	 b. yet 	 c. ago 	 d. for 

12. If I were you, I .....................to school in order to reduce traffic problems. 
a. am walking 	b. had walked 	c. will walk 	d. would walk 

B) Do as required between brackets: (3X1=3) 

13. "Do you enjoy reading English stories?" 	 (Report) 

My friend asked me if I enjoyed/enjoy reading English stories. 

14. We have to go to school on Friday. 	 (Make negative) 

We don't have to go to school on Friday. 

15. My brother bought a new computer last week. 	 (Ask a question) 

Who bought a new computer last week/What did your brother buy last week / 

When did your brother buy a new computer? 

III- LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS (6 Marks) 

Write what you would say in the following situations: (3X2= 6 marks) 

16. Your teacher asks about your plan for next mid-year holiday. 
Talking about future plans 

17. One of your classmates always throws rubbish on the floor. 
Giving advice 

18. Your friend wants to know about Sheikh Jabber Cultural Center. 
Giving information 

Any reasonable answer is accepted. 
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IV- Set-Book Questions ( 6 Marks 
Answer only THREE of the following questions: (3X 2=6) 

19. What makes folktales important? 

They convey a message or moral to the reader, or explain something in a creative way. 

20. Why do people live in boats in some Asian countries? 

Because of the dense population and the small living space. 

21. Why do you think disabled people should take part in expeditions? 

They gain greater confidence, new skills and lasting memories that influence their 

everyday life./they won't feel neglected. 

22. How can we help people in poor countries get water? 

We can help them by digging wells /installing pumps I giving water filters. 

V-Writing ( 15 Marks 

Write on the following topic: 

We never know the value of water until the well is dry. 
Plan and write a report of two paragraphs (12 sentences) about the importance of water and the 
ways of saving it. 
These ideas and guide words may help you: 

First paragraph: The importance of water: drink / personal hygiene / sanitation / grow crops 

Second paragraph: The ways of saving water: taps /use less / buckets / showers 

Rubrics 

Pre-writing techniques (brainstorming, mind mapping, outlining) 	2 

Exposition of ideas, paragraphing and number of sentences 10 

Spelling and grammar 2 15 

Handwriting and punctuation 1 
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VI- Reading Comprehension (20 Marks) 
Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions below: 

On the twenty-seventh of February, 1876 at 7 am, a huge ship set of from Redstar 

harbour on the Pacific Ocean. A group of fishermen had decided to go deep in the Pacific 

Ocean at the aim of getting rare kinds of fish. They took everything they needed for their 

long trip. They were sailing peacefully when suddenly a big wave hit their ship strongly. It 

caused great damage to the ship. They were afraid, the ship was shaking as if there was an 

earthquake. Water seeped into the ship as there was a hole in the left side of the ship. "We 

are drowning." Shouted the men. 

On the twenty-eighth, Leopardman woke up to find himself alone on the beach of an 

island. "Where are my friends?" he shouted. The man was too exhausted to stand up. He 

was so hungry and thirsty so he began to explore the island looking for food and water but 

he found nothing. He, finally, decided to eat some plants and got water from plant roots. 

The man lived on the island for about twenty-five months until he saw a ship near the coast 

of the island. He waved and shouted for help, they heard his screams and took him back to 

his own country. 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:- (4X 2 Vz = lOrns) 

24. The best title of this story might be......................... 

a. Hard Times 	 b. A Huge Island 
c. Rare Fish 	 d. The Giant Ship 
25. The underlined word "exhausted" in the 2nd  paragraph means 
a. disappointed 	 b. terrified 
c. excited 	 d. tired 
26.The underlined word "It" in the 1st  paragraph refers to the 
a. earthquake 	 b. trip 
c. wave 	 d. ship 

27.The main idea of the first paragraph is: 
a. Exploring an island 	 b. The cause of the sea accident 
c. Surviving in an island 	 d. A sea rescue 
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B) Answer these questions:- (4X2 1/2  = lOms) 

28. What damage did the wave cause to the ship? 

Water seeped into the ship as there was a hole in the left side of the ship 

29. Where did the man find himself when he woke up? 

He found himself on an island. 

30. Why did the fishermen decide to sail deep in the Pacific Ocean? 

To get rare species of fish. 

31. How did Leopardman keep himself alive on the island? 

He ate leaves and got water from plant roots. 
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